Spring Is…

Complete each sentence.

And draw a picture that go along with the sentence.

Color the picture and staple the pages to make a book.

By ____________________
Skip Through the Seasons

Spring is like
Spring is when you see
Skip Through the Seasons

Spring looks like
Skip Through the Seasons

Spring is happy when
Spring is sad when
The best part about spring is
Complete each sentence.
And draw a picture that goes along with the sentence.
Color the picture and staple the pages to make a book.

By ___________________
Summer is like
Skip Through the Seasons

Summer is when you see
Skip Through the Seasons

Summer looks like
Skip Through the Seasons

Summer is happy when
Skip Through the Seasons

Summer is scary when
The best part about summer is...
Fall Is...

Complete each sentence.

And draw a picture that go along with the sentence.

Color the picture and staple the pages to make a book.

By ____________________
Fall is like
Fall is when you see
Fall looks like
Fall is happy when
Skip Through the Seasons

Fall is sad when
The best part about fall is
Winter Is...

Complete each sentence.

And draw a picture that go along with the sentence.

Color the picture and staple the pages to make a book.

By _____________________
Winter is like
Skip Through the Seasons

Winter is when you see
Winter looks like
Winter is happy when
Winter is unhappy when
The best part about winter is